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I am confident this momentum will continue with the upcoming 
6th WAKO International Kickboxing Referee Seminar in 
February 2024, held at the prestigious KD Jadhav Indoor 
Stadium, Delhi promises to be a pivotal step in shaping Referees 
to International standards. It will augment their skillsets, 
equipping them to be the best referees our sport deserves. 
 
India’s commitment to Referee development is evident. With 
the great support of WAKO, We hosting the first-ever WAKO 
Referee seminar since 2017 in Asian continent was a pioneering 
move, and the results speak for themselves. We now have a 
pool of qualified National and International referees, From 
India with two even holding positions on the WAKO referee 
committee! This success extends beyond our borders, with 
an Asian Referee also achieving this prestigious distinction. 
 
The upcoming seminar is your chance to be part of 
this exciting journey. Whether you’re a seasoned 
veteran or a new recruit, this event will empower you 
to raise the bar for Kickboxing across Asia and beyond. 
 
Onward to excellence

I am glad that WAKO India are very keen to develop, train 
and produce a world class Referees. I am sure this kind of 
initiatives will not only produce Referees of International 
Standard but also enhance the participation level of 
WAKO INDIA Referees in major WAKO Championships. 
 
It is so nice WAKO India Kickboxing Federation is hosting 
the International Kickboxing Referee Seminar (Tatami 
& Ring Sports) during 07-11 February, 2024. The impetus 
created through the International Kickboxing Referee 
Seminars was outstanding and I am sure the upcoming 
will also prove to be of similar kind if not a better one. 
 
While I wish all the best and good luck to all the participants, 
eagerly waiting to visit India and see you soon.  



SPECIAL INVITES

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SEMINAR
In preparation of National/International Championships, WAKO India Kickboxing Federation organizes various 
Kickboxing Referee Seminars across the country, from time to time, to make sure that judging and behavior of the 
referees are at their best. Rules are the heart and soul of our sport and, therefore, it is imperative that we review 
them every year to ensure that they are clear, concise and balanced one and thus get refreshed.

This time also, we will have the privilege to goes without saying that the class room as well as practical training 
will further sharpen the skills of all the participants to reach a level that of an International Referee. The unique 
highlights of the Seminar would be as follows:-

1.    Efficient referee education by renowned faculties.

2.   Each participant is made self-confident of higher quality refereeing at National & International arena.

3.   High-end training ensuring qualification for National & International Licenses.

4.   Versatile and all-round education & learning makes each participant eligible for WAKO India Diploma.

5.   Seminar augments leadership skills and empowers each participant to be future professional leaders who   
       can lead a team.

6.   Each participant shall be trained with special dialogues and techniques which will enable them to  
       overcome/tackle the upcoming challenges and stay ahead in the competitive environment.

7.   Seminar will deal with each kickboxing style and the rules to be used during a tournament.  

8.   All Doubts are cleared on the spot.

9.   Confidence and energy level of each participant increases and acknowledge their power in the capacity as   
        ‘Referee’.

10. By staying together during the Sem inar days, each participant gets an opportunity to ref resh, rejuvenate           
       and mingle with each other and, thus feeling of oneness formed of ‘WAKO Indian family’. Being together  
       shall also help enhancing inter-personal skill.

11. Theoretical & Practical session arranged. These sessions will be more important, which will be instrumental  
       in enhancing optimism of each partaker.

12. Discourse shall be arranged during the days on subject ‘how to conduct   injury free tournaments’.

13. Written examination to evaluate the knowledge and confidence level of each participant.

14. Appropriate Certification with proper Gradation to successful participants.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME A WORLD CLASS REFEREES IN KICKBOXING!
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